Cryptographic schemes using elliptic curves over nite elds require the computation of the cardinality of the curves. Dramatic progress have been achieved recently in that eld by various authors. The aim of this article is to highlight part of these improvements and to describe an e cient implementation of them in the particular case of the elds GF (2 n ), for n 600.
possible to use the properties of complex multiplication as stated in 4] to build an elliptic curve with cardinality satisfying some properties 38, 22, 34, 35, 24, 8] . On the other hand, one can use random curves and try to compute its cardinality. It was not until recently that Schoof's polynomial time algorithm for solving this problem could be e ciently implemented and give satisfactory results. The aim of this paper is to give some hints on how this was made possible and to give some precise timings on randomly selected curves.
Since there are industrial applications for elliptic curves over GF(2 n ) 16 , 31], we will focus on this case. We will brie y compare the running time of our implementation with that of the case GF(p), p a large prime.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 recalls basic facts on elliptic curves. Section 3 describes Schoof's algorithm in a synthetic way using the contributions of Atkin, Elkies, Couveignes{Morain and the decisive ideas of Couveignes for the computation of isogenies in characteristic 2. We will present some strategies combining these ideas. Some details of the implementation are given in Section 4; precise timings on random curves for various elds are also given.
Throughout the paper, we let K = GF(q) = GF(p n ) be a nite eld of characteristic p.
Elliptic curves over nite elds
We recall well known properties of elliptic curves. All these can be found in 46] (see also 31] It is possible to de ne on the set of points E(K) of E E(K) = f(x; y) 2 K 2 ; F(x; y; 1) = 0g fO E g an Abelian law using the so-called tangent-and-chord method, O E being the neutral element (0; 1; 0). We refer to the references given above for the precise equations of the law.
Let m denote the cardinality of the set E(K) of points on E. Then 
We can nd t` t mod`by nding which value of , 0 <`, satis es (X q 2 ; Y q 2 ) + q(X; Y ) = (X q ; Y q ) in GF(q) X; Y ]=(F(X; Y; 1); f`(X)). If we know t mod`for enough`such that Y`> 4 p q then we can determine t using the Chinese remaindering theorem.
An overview of the improvements of Atkin and Elkies
Though Schoof's algorithm has polynomial running time, its implementation was rather ine cient, due to the size of the polynomials involved. However, Atkin rst and then Elkies devised theoretical and practical improvements. We suppose from now on that we want to compute t` t mod`,`a prime number di erent from p (see below for the particular case`= p).
Firstly, Atkin 2] explained how to use the properties of the modular polynomial `( X; Y ) modulo p to get a list of possible values of t`. The polynomial `( X; Y ) is symmetric in X and Y and has degree`+ 1. The polynomial (X) = `( X; j(E)) describes the cyclic subgroups of E `]. It can have basically two splitting in K: (11r : : :r) with`?1 = rs or (r : : :r) with`+1 = rs (there are two particular cases described in the paper which are rare and we omit the relevant details for the sake of simplicity). In the rst case,`is said to be an Elkies ?4q is not a square modulo`). Once r is known, there are '(r) possible values of t`and in many cases, this value is much less than`; we denote by c(`) the number of possible values of t mod`. It remains to combine these values in a clever way, using a match and sort technique described in 2]. This paper contains also many ideas concerning the alternative use of other modular equations, that turn out to be essential in practice, but that we do not want to describe here (for this see also 40]). Elkies 14] remarked that when t 2 ? 4q is a square modulo`, then f`(X) has a factor g`(X) of degree (`? 1)=2. Moreover, E has an eigenspace associated with g`, which means that we now look for some k, 1 k <`such that (X q ; Y q ) = k(X; Y ) in GF(q) X; Y ]=(F(X; Y; 1); g`(X)); then we recover t`= (k 2 +q)=k mod`. This change was crucial, because it was then possible to use polynomials of degree (`?1)=2 rather than of degree (`2 ?1)=2.
Elkies gave an algorithm to compute g`using further properties of modular equations. Another approach was given in 9].
Atkin 3] gave his own solution to the problem of computing g`(X) using more modular equations and modular forms. Though rather tricky to implement, his approach is very fast in practice.
Recently, Couveignes and Morain showed how to use powers of small Elkies primes 11]. All these ideas are also described in 44] and were implemented 3, 25, 40, 39] . The results are striking, the record being that of the computation of the cardinality of a curve modulo a prime p of 500 digits (see the end of this article).
The only remaining problem was that these ideas could not work when p = 2. As a matter of fact, the theory of Atkin and Elkies remains valid, but one could not use the ordinary parameterization of elliptic curves via Weierstrass' }-functions to get a suitable way of computing g`.
Couveignes solved this problem in his thesis 10], using formal groups as a powerful tool. The rst successful implementation of these ideas is due to Lercier and Morain 27].
Couveignes's algorithm
Couveignes's algorithm 10] works in any characteristic p > 0. We simplify the exposition in the case p = 2.
When`is an Elkies prime, we known that the initial curve (4) that can be easily computed from the modular equation `. The di culty lies in the computation of the isogeny I from E to E de ned by
Then h(x) is the factor of the division polynomial we are looking for.
Setting t = ?x=y and s = ?1=y, the formal groups de ned by (3) Since I can be written as (5), letting z( ) = s( )=t( ), U is a formal series such that
withĥ, a polynomial of degree (`? 1)=2 andĝ, a polynomial of degree`. We write U( ) = + P 1 i=2 u i i and we nd the u i 's coe cient by coe cient. If i is not a power of 2, we look for u i such that the equality
holds up to i+1 , A being a constant in the eld chosen as described in 10]; when i is a power of 2, we do the same thing using
We have to compute 4`+ 1 terms of U( ) in order to get 4`+ 2 terms once substituted in z ( ) = s (t)=t and nally have 2`+ 1 terms as a series in z( ) = s( )= , to be able to recognize
with the Massey{Berlekamp algorithm 28].
A synthetic description of the algorithm
The general algorithm for computing the cardinality of E(K) runs as follows: we use two variables M u and M l which contain respectively the product of primes`for which t`is known and for which t`is in some subset of possible values. Typically, M u contains Elkies primes and M l Atkin primes.
The variable M will contain the current number of combinations to be tried; a bound on M is given as a constant M (more details on its choice will be given later).
The general procedure is:
procedure SEA(K, E) (c) compute (X) = `( X; j(E)) and nd the number of roots of in K; In the case`= p, covered by procedure LEqualPCase, the polynomial f p e(X) can be written as P(X) p e?1 where P(X) is of degree (p e+1 ? p)=2. Schoof's original algorithm or sometimes Elkies' algorithm can be used (see 31] for the case p =`= 2; the general case will be dealt with in 27]).
A more elaborate strategy
Let us give a variant of the algorithm we described above using four more constants A, E, S and C that will re ect the choice of possible strategies: (c) if = 2 and` E then 1. ElkiesCase(`); compute the semi-order d of the eigenvalue k mod`, i.e., the smallest d such that k d 1 mod`; 2. for n := 2 while`n ?1 d C do compute t mod`n; M u := M u `; else if (`2 ? 1)=2 S then for n := 1 while (`2 n ?`2 n?2 )=2 S do compute t mod`n using Schoof's original algorithm; else if` A then AtkinCase(`);
In the above description, the quantity`n ?1 d represents the degree of a factor of f`n(X), see 11] ; (`2 n ?`2 n?2 )=2 is the degree of a factor of f`n(X).
This presentation captures many possible strategies. First of all, setting E = A = 0 yields Schoof's original algorithm. Setting E = 0 gives Atkin's rst algorithm 2]. Introducing C makes it possible to use the ideas of 11]. We will detail the constants of our implementation in the next section. 4 Implementation and results
General remarks
We note that almost all the ideas (and tricks) of Atkin are still valid when the characteristic is 2. The rst implementation of part of the above ideas is described in 32], which contains many interesting details.
Basic arithmetic
Our implementation is based on the library GFM written by F. Chabaud 7] (on top of BigNum { cf.
17]), and improved by the authors. It represents GF(2 n ) as the residue class ring GF(2) T]=(T n + f(T)) where f(T) is a polynomial of degree smaller than n such that T n + f(T) is irreducible over GF(2).
In practice { in the range 1 n 600 { we were always able to nd a suitable f of degree less than 15. The algorithm spends most of the time doing multiplications of elements in the eld. To speed up this operation, we rst perform the multiplication of two polynomials with coe cients in GF(2) using a table storing all the products PQ of polynomials P and Q of degree at most 7 (at the expense of a storage of 128 kilo-bytes). Then we reduce this polynomial of degree at most 2n ? 2 modulo T n + f(T) using a second table storing the coe cients of q(T)f(T) for all q(T) of degree smaller than 15 (at the expense of a storage of 256 kilo-bytes too). Inversion in the eld is done as in 31, Chap. 6, pp. 85]. We give in Table 1 containing precise timings (in seconds) for performing 10 6 operations. All benchmarks have been done on a DecAlpha 3000/500.
Polynomial arithmetic
One of the main costs of the algorithm is the computation of X 2 n mod P(X) where P(X) 2 GF(2 n ) X]. As squaring of polynomials of degree d can be performed in O(d) squarings in GF(2 n ), we have to improve the reduction of a polynomial g(X) (of degree at most 2d) modulo a polynomial P(X) (of degree d). This usually costs O(d 2 ) multiplications in K (cf. 20]), but can be improved using Newton's method and Karatsuba's algorithm as described for instance in 1] (see also 37]). In the graph given in Figure 1 , we plotted the time needed to square a polynomial modulo another polynomial in GF (2 105 ) for all degree less than 300. 
Timings
In 16], the authors give running times for curves de ned over GF (2 65 ), GF (2 89 ) and GF (2 105 ). We used these elds as benchmarks for our implementation. We took the 50 curves de ned as We give:`m ax , the maximal prime used; the number of U (resp. L) primes; M, the number of combinations; the cumulated time for X q , X q r , Schoof's algorithm; computing g`and k whenì s Elkies; the time for the match and sort program; the total time. For each category, we give the minimal, maximal and average values.
Consider rst K = GF (2 65 ). In this case, M = 1. Results are put in Table 2 . These tables show immediately that throwing away Atkin primes is really a bad idea. Playing with the di erent parameters nally yields the best results for our three elds in Table 3 . In each case, one has A = 1.
A dynamic strategy.
When`is an Elkies prime, the cost of ElkiesCase turns out to be greater than that of AtkinCase. In order to have a program as fast as possible, it is sometimes better to treat an Elkies prime as an Atkin prime. This motivates our dynamic strategy. Let L denote the least prime such that Q` L`> 4 p q and denote byc(`) an upper bound on c(`). An upper bound for the number of combinations is then Q`
Lc (`). The program runs as above and as soon as for the current prime Results are given in Table 5 .
Records
In 32, 31], the authors gave timings for larger elds GF (2 155 ) and GF (2 195 ). For these elds and for larger elds (the last one being the current record, as of February 1995), our implementation gave the following timings, for the curve: (the coe cient was chosen as the binary expression of 91128 { our zip code { converted to a polynomial if GF(2 n )). Table 6 corresponds to the rst version of our implementation, using an ) and GF (2 500 ) is due to a simpli cation of the formulas used by Couveignes in his work. + 153 (4589 is the extension number of one of us). It took roughly 4200 hours of DEC 3000 -M300X including 2900 hours for the computation of various X p . We had to consider 163 primes less than 1000, out of which 71 were of type L.
Conclusion
It should be apparent from the preceding tables that the implementation of Schoof's algorithm in characteristic 2 is somewhat faster than in large characteristic, at least for small elds. As a matter of fact, asymptotically, the large prime case is faster. One of the reasons for this is that polynomial arithmetic is faster for GF(2 n ), since X q consists of squarings only, and squaring is an easy operation in characteristic 2. As n increases, the cost of computing the isogeny takes much more time than in the large prime case. There is still room for many improvements in that direction. We think that the situation might evolve very rapidly soon. avg  max  29  29  29  37  41  37  41  43  42  #U  2  4  2  2  5  3  2  5  3  #L  6  8  80  7  10  9  9  12 
